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Abstract. Content based recommendation system tries to recommend items similar to those a
given user has likely in the past, whereas systems designed according to the collaborative
recommendation paradigm identify users whose preferences are similar to those of the given
user and recommend items they have liked.The proposed recommendation system is discussing
about Data finitihotel recommendations for a place across U.S. The selected process for the
recommendation is calculating the rating of hotel categories on the city. By calculating hotel
categories from several city by combining two features namely categories and taken from the
city of the selected hotelcategory as well. The result of process will be recommended hotel
with highest ratingto the user.

1. Introduction

Recommender system have developed in response to a manifest need: helping people deal with the
world of information abundance and overload. Further it has become clear that they can link people
with other people who share their interests, not just with relevant information [1]. Recommender
systems are utilized in a variety of areas and are most commonly recognized as playlist generators for
video and music services like Netflix, YouTube and Spotify, product recommenders for services such
as Amazon, or content recommenders for social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter.
Current needs for content-based recommendation system have been increasing. Here the system has
function to generate content recommendation according to database features.

The amount and varies type of information circling around internet, has proven to be a steep
challenge to determine what user desire, especially that fit user needs. Content-based recommendation
systems try to recommend items similar to those a given user has likely in the past, whereas systems
designed according to the collaborative recommendation paradigm identify users whose preferences
are similar to those of the given user and recommend items they have liked [2].

Research about recommendation hotel have been conducted before such as[6][7][8]. Saga et al [6]
proposedthe recommendation can be gained from the sales record as it contains user preference
relation among hotels. Zhang et al [7] also used the Content-based hotel recommendation but
combined with collaborative filtering. Zhao et al [8] also used the combined with collaborative
filtering to get hotel recommendation.
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Our content-based recommendations is about Datafiniti hotel recommendations for a place in the
U.S. The datasetused on this case was obtained from Kaggle. Referring to only one tables presented,
the data will be selected that contained the rating of a place. Our dataset has 10000 records x 26
columns where the data to be used as a measurement reference is the hotel name, city, hotel categories,
and rating.

2. Related Work

During last years, researches in recommendation system have been increasing. Wang et. al [3] propose
an efficient hybrid model based on chi-square feature selection and softmax regression. It is a
recommender system on computer science publications referred to as the Publication Recommender
System (PRS). This system is based on a new content-based filtering (CBF) recommendation model
using chi-square and softmax regression which are combined to construct a real-time online system.
Their test results show that, the system can achieve an accuracy of 61.37%.

Madhushree, B [1] propose a recommendation system, combining user and item information,
namely User Based Recommender which uses preferences of their other similar users for
recommendation of research paper. Item Based Recommender uses User’s Item visit history for
recommendation. Four algorithms are implemented in each category by using standard dataset.  A
recommender that could predict all preferences exactly would present all items ranked by researcher.
The, to evaluate precision and recall which are two popular decision support metrics from information
retrieval. In this recommender system, they judge relevance by counting recommendation hits: if a
withheld item appears in a top-n recommendation list [4][5]. These measures are also done per user
and averaged over all users.

3. Proposed Method

This system offers for users the hotels which are not rated or stayed. The calculation from similarity of
two user based on two features, category and city. First, the dataset is cleaned as it might contains null
value or duplicate data. Then, the dataset is pre-processed, especially the category and city feature.
Two features are changed to be “one hot encoding” to be able to calculate similarity between two
users. This similarity feature is generated from the hotel which users already stayed. This similarity
indicates the preference of users. After gaining the similarity, the hotel with score will be offered to
users. Generally, the offered hotels are offered sorting by the highest to lowest rating. This system is
represented as an algorithm as shown Fig.1

Figure 1. Algorithm of Proposed Method

procedure item-based hotel recommendation system
1: Data Cleansing
2: Encode Feature Category and city
3: for allhoteli which useru has no preference do
4: for alluservwhich has preferences for hotelido
5: Select Category and City feature
6: Compute similarity s between useruand userv

7: end for
8: Add userv’s preference for hoteli, weighted by s, to a running average.
9: end for
10: return top hotels, ranked by weighted average
endprocedure
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4. Analysis Results

4.1. Dataset
The dataset was Data finiti hotel database taken from Kaggle. The dataset consists of 10000 rows of
record. Each record represents one user that gave rating and comments on a hotel that has been rented
by that userandthat row consist information such as, the address of the hotel, the user’s username, the
hotel latitude, the hotel longitude, etc. There are1433 differenthotels found in the dataset.Also, there
are 9222 usersfound in the dataset.

4.2. Analysis Performance
To evaluate the performance, the dataset will befiltered onthose 9222 userson the 10000 rows of
record that has reviewed or stayed more than 2 hotels which only left 108 users.A user that has
reviewed less than 2 hotelscan’t be computed to get the similarity to another user. From each 108 user,
select 2 features, categories and city to get similarity between two users.After that, the result will be all
hotels that will be recommended with its own rating.Performance will be calculatedbetweenrating
score difference of recommended hoteland the hotel that user already rated in the past.

For example,choose a user, called user A. User A has rated or stayed 5 hotels in the past. Two first
hotel will be chosen as an input. Select categories and city, also rating on those two records to
calculate the recommendation. After obtaining the calculation, filter only on last three records to
compare on the real data.Finally,calculate the rating score difference between recommended hotels
and the real hotel data.

Based on test that have been done, the system will produce a recommendation and comparing to
the real data to make confusion matrix as show in Fig. 2. From the confusion matrix, precision, recall,
and accuracy can be obtained.The Precision value is 88,9%, accuracy is 85%, and recall is 80%.

Actual

TP P

Prediction
TP 40 5

P 10 45
Figure 2. Confusion matrix

5. Conclusions

Content-based filtering is one of the common methods in building recommendation systems, beside
collaborative and hybrid. Content based has functioned to retrieve features from the content of item,
sometimes they are words which describe the item. This method is best suited to situations where there
is known data on an item (name, location, description, etc.), but not on the user. Content-based
recommenders treat recommendation as a user-specific classification problem and learn a classifier for
the user's likes and dislikes based on product features.

In our research using U.S Data finiti data, every new review from user will impact and update
rating for one location. Content based runs and generate new ratings.
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